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Next Run No: 1886
Date: 19th September 2016
Start: Wrigley’s, Estover (Plymbridge Road)
On Down: The Seven Stars, Tamerton Foliot
Hares: Spike
Apparently the camping weekend went well but I can’t fill up my hash mag with moist gussets,
best erections, hashers hashing on buses or rude awards because somebody has already
written that mag……… doh.
The general consensus from our intrepid hashers was a big “thumbs up” for Nipple Deep and
K2’s hash ascent into the mist which hung over Cox Tor. Some hashers were disappointed
that they weren’t allowed to show their prowess by going up and over this misty beast because
it was getting too dark – Head Torches next week guys (or eat more carrots)!!!! The descent
was slippery and treacherous without with necessary illuminations. Slush’s short cutting of the
short’s ended in disaster when he was overwhelmed by brambles and bracken, it is rumoured
that he enticed Windy and Underlay to join him with promises of flat paths, no brambles and
an easy run home (ha ha)!!
Anyway, Hash Hush was very short and very brief; it has been noted that we haven’t had a
hash birthday for weeks. Is it a sign that no-one is getting any older? Will Peter Pan be our
next Grandmaster? I was informed by a very reliable source (Glani) that Turd was seen using
a front hose in Luffly’s lady garden! I was wondering what he was doing on his knees in front
our Grand Master (Biff) whilst she was delivering her very short Hash Hush! I thought he was
just proposing again!
Hash Notices:- A Hash Quiz will be held on 1st October 2016 in Calstock Village Hall, arrive
between 7pm – 7.30pm. Tickets on sale for £3 see Raunchy. Bring your own food and drink
the questions will be supplied.
The Legendary Lych Way Walk is being held on the 18th September 2016. Teams of four
required, contact Pony for more information.
And because I am scribing, I get to fill the back page with an eagerly awaited, twice yearly
edition and for your absolute delight my famous……………………..drum roll>>>>>>>>>>
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………………………………………….
We are family
I’ve got
T.V.H.3 with me!
On On
(have you got the tune in your head yet?)
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